SFI Program and Administrative Staff

Della Ulibarri: Weaving Sunshine

As rigorously scientific as the SFI environment is, the atmosphere retains a quintessentially New Mexican flavor. Academic Affairs Assistant and Truchas native Della Ulibarri contributes to that flavor.

Ulibarri has been at SFI almost since the beginning; when she was hired in 1988 as a research assistant, she was just the seventh person on staff. Since then she has worked in almost every area of the Institute. In her current job, she works closely with the Chair of Faculty, facilitating visit requests and assisting faculty members with administrative, technical, and research support. She also organizes seminars and colloquia, and assists with public lectures and trustee meetings.

Outside of SFI, Ulibarri is a straw appliqué artist. She uses this traditional Spanish art form to embellish crucifixes and other objects, and has begun to create pieces using the designs of her great-great grandmother, who was a weaver of traditional Rio Grande Vallejo blankets. Her art connects her with her heritage, her ancestors, and her faith.

Ulibarri's art work has won best in show at the Santa Fe County Fair. For the past three years she has participated in the Spanish Market, a juried art show that takes place on the Santa Fe Plaza every July.

She finds the setting of the Cowan campus beautiful and inspiring. "Every morning I get out of my car and count my blessings," she said. "I enjoy coming to work."

Visitors to SFI get a warm welcome from Ulibarri. And when they go home, she sometimes gives a gift of New Mexico flavor — a jar of her prize-winning green chile.

Despite its global reach, SFI is firmly anchored in New Mexico culture and tradition by staff members like Della Ulibarri.
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Staff
Margaret Alexander Librarian
Karen Beatty Accounting Assistant
Bruce Bertram Manager, Events and Visitor Programs
Patricia Brunello Administrative Assistant/Workshop Coordinator
Ronda Butler-Villa Director of Publications, Facilities, and Personnel
Casey Cox Administrative Coordinator for Chair of Faculty and Business Network
Vesna Currie Program Coordinator, Business Network
Nancy Deutsch Vice President for Development and Corporate Relations
Ginny Greminger Manager, Office of the President
Mari Hillis Director of Accounting
Laurie Innes Assistant to Dr. Murray Gell-Mann
Elizabeth Johnson Director, Sponsored Research Planning and Administration
Lori Karn Sponsored Research Assistant
Barbara Kimbell Program Manager, Fellows Program
Joy LeCuyer Library Assistant
Elizabeth Martinez Web Support/User Support Specialist
Nate Metheny IT Group Leader
Orlando Montoya Maintenance
Atty Mullins Information Architect/Content Manager
Richard Murray Director of Finance
Carolyn Resnicke Visitor and Housing Manager
Ginger Richardson Vice President for Education and Institutional Outreach
Jeremy A. Sabloff President
Kristin Schuetz Coordinator, Development
Tom Taylor Accountant
Della Ulibarri Academic Affairs Assistant/Faculty and Sponsored Research Assistant
Barbara Ventrello Administrative Assistant, Education and Outreach
Laura Ware Coordinator, Publications, Facilities, and Personnel
Valerie Plame Wilson Director of Community Relations
Chris Wood Vice President for Administration and Director of Business Network

Education Programs: Doug Arent, Co-Director, Global Sustainability Summer School; J. Doyne Farmer, Co-Director, Global Sustainability Summer School; David Feldman, Co-Director, Complex Systems Summer School, Beijing; Irene Lee, Principal Investigator and Program Director, Project GUTS: Growing Up Thinking Scientifically; John H. Miller, Graduate Workshop in Computational Social Science; Scott Page, Co-Director, Graduate Workshop in Computational Social Science; Paige Prescott, Program Coordinator, Project GUTS: Growing Up Thinking Scientifically; Daniel Rockmore, Director, Complex Systems Summer School, Santa Fe; Jeremy Sabloff, Principal Investigator, NSF Research Experience Site for Undergraduates; John Schellnhuber, Co-Director, Global Sustainability Summer School; Jessica Trancik, Co-Director, Global Sustainability Summer School.
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